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By Bill Littlefield

Zephyr Press. Paperback. Condition: New. Stephen Coren (illustrator). 96 pages. Dimensions: 0.0in.
x 0.0in. x 0.0in.Bill Littlefield plays games even as he writes about them, or talks about them on his
nationally syndicated NPR radio program, Only a Game. He unabashedly versifies not for profit, or
a championship cup, but for fun. He makes no bones about it: these verses are doggerel. From
mumblety-peg to the Olympics, from the bedrooms of aspiring nine-year-olds to the boardrooms of
sports executives, his imagination and playfulness illuminate the rings, rinks, fields, and
frustrations of sports and games. What Racers DoRacers race. Thats what they do, And they are
fast, and noisy, too. (Of quiet they are quite bereft, Driving fast and turning left. )Through
headphones, as they speed along, They hear instructions like a songScreeching in the treble clef:
Keep driving fast and turning left!Precisely where it had begun, The race will end. It will be won, For
someone opposite of lastKept turning left and driving fast. What is it about rhyme Whatever it is, we
fall in love with it (if ever) early in life: as soon as we learn to talk, or probably sooner. The same can
be said about love...
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Merely no words and phrases to describe. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I found out this ebook from my i and dad
encouraged this pdf to find out.
-- Hyman Auer-- Hyman Auer

I actually started out looking over this publication. It can be writter in easy phrases and never di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will probably be
transform as soon as you comprehensive looking over this ebook.
-- Prof. Dayne Crist Sr.-- Prof. Dayne Crist Sr.
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